UK towards emphasising the personal lives and qualities of the leaders, their private spheres and inner selves. Langer argues that Blair's era modified expectations about both the actual and expected roles of the personal in public discourse, of which it has now become "a common and accepted feature." 6 She further explains that both the media and the politicians coproduce the phenomenon, as both sides readily reveal all kinds of private details to the public. More importantly, there has been, as a result, a "broadening of what are considered leadership qualities", 7 that is to say, there have also been changes as to how relevant the personal is now deemed to be as far as evaluating leadership is concerned. The most striking element in this phenomenon is that the ability to present a "human" persona is now a "prerequisite of political and electoral success and a key marker of contemporary leadership potential". 8 It has not led the "human being" to replace the leader, but has made the line between the two harder to draw than ever before. This shift is what Ana Inés Langer theorises in her work as the "politicization of the private persona." 9 
3
This paper will focus on one specific aspect of personal image-building in the 2015 electoral campaign, which is the stage-management of the four national "major party" 10 leaders' personal and family lives, based primarily on a corpus of televised portrait interviews: Tom Bradby and Julie Etchingham's ITV Tonight: Spotlight and James Landale's BBC Leader profiles.
11
Even if they were conducted by senior political journalists in most cases, 12 they can be described as "soft-focused" 13 because of the central role devoted to the personal. The main corpus was essentially completed with relevant press articles commenting upon the programmes. Two main questions will therefore be addressed in this article: how were the leaders' personal spheres used for strategic publicity in the campaign? It will try and assess, as well as compare, and when necessary, contrast, the leaders' strategies in this respect. Secondly, to what extent did the media play a complicit or antagonistic role in the use of the personal to construct and/or consolidate the leaders' personae?
Managing the leaders' personae 4 The title of the BBC series of political portraits, "Leader profile", suggested that viewers/ voters would get to form an opinion of the politician under focus's ability to run the country through the depiction of his 14 character. From this viewpoint, "leader profile" could be seen as synonymous with "political persona" (or simply "persona"), which can in turn be equated with a politician's public image or personality, which indeed includes his or her leadership qualities. The fact that the pieces all provided glimpses of the depicted leaders' personal lives is representative of Langer's key idea that the distinction between "leadership/political (or hard, performance-related)" and "personal/private (or soft) qualities" is "not straightforward" because these categories are "continuous rather than dichotomous." 15 It is relatively simple to identify which are situated at the opposite ends of the spectrum: " 'pure' leadership qualities" (defined as "personality traits that have a direct link to the leader's fitness and capability to govern" 16 ) include for instance experience, competence, intelligence, strength, reliability, and honesty; on the other hand, being nice, interesting, cool, fun/good humoured, loving and family-oriented are clear personal qualities. Even so, presenting themselves as loving and family-oriented can influence the perception that a leader is reliable, and why not, honest, since they appear to be showing their inner or "true" self. The qualities that are of a "mixed personal/political nature" 17 situated in the middle part of the continuum, such as social skills, are all the more complicated to qualify that they have been shifting along the spectrum as a result of the politicization of the private persona. Thus, and, to sum up, political and personal qualities are not, and cannot, be clearly separated in the media's or public's appraisal of politicians. In addition, the necessity to appear "human", that is to say "in touch" at least emotionally, operates within a broader technological, socio-economic and cultural context in which the concept of charisma in politics has been undergoing partial redefinition. Indeed, it no longer uniquely corresponds to some sort of "greatness", to "a certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he is considered extraordinary and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities" as defined by Weber in 1968. 18 It has now come to also entail the ability to generate a degree of identification. This is not to say that traditional leadership qualities are no longer deemed important, or more important, than softer qualities. However, they no longer suffice.
5
The original Latin meaning of the word persona is remarkably enlightening, since it referred to the theatrical masks worn by actors on stage. Thus, when applying the term to political leaders, the similarities between the professions cannot be ignored. 19 In fact, James Landale, who conducted the BBC interviews, indicated in his comments about Nigel Farage's episode 20 that filming took place under the chaperonage of the UKIP leader's media advisors.
21
Two remarks must therefore be made: first, this is concrete proof that his appearance on the programme was a choreographed performance; secondly, it may reasonably be assumed that it was also the case on his Tonight Special episode, and crucially, that it was also true of all the other leaders' pieces under study in this article.
6
Although their individual circumstances vary, the four leaders have in common a rather, if not very, privileged background, which means that none of them could dispense with attempting to present themselves as convincingly "normal" so as to evidence their ability to relate to voters' daily lives and problems. Opening up about their daily family lives played an important role for the leaders of the three main parties, as shall be seen in the next part of this article, but another key element was to showcase how their experiences of personal hardship, which generally drew from their political lives and/or their family histories, accounted for their political commitment.
7
David Cameron's strategic uses of the personal in the construction of his public persona have been well documented throughout his political life in general 22 and was even further analysed during the 2010 campaign. 23 There is overall consensus that he had rather successfully "detoxified" the Tory brand through effective marketing of himself as "Chillax Dave", a family-oriented and environmentally conscious man full of youthful vitality, achieved by means of remarkable ease in the confessional mode, combined with clever use of photo-opportunities. The other side of the coin was that he was criticised for being too "packaged" and glossy. In fact, as far as the construction of his persona is concerned, Langer explains that he has been more than the "Heir to Blair", setting new milestones and asserting that the public is entitled to know about a leader's personal life.
24
More importantly, because he was the incumbent Prime Minister, albeit in a Coalition government, his relative past success and continued media presence over the past five years had made him the yardstick against which others were measured in the political landscape of the 2015 election. Thus, given the "highly reactive" nature of leadership dynamics in the UK, his strategies could either be viewed as the ones to emulate, or to provide an "antidote" 25 to. Cameron's personal circumstances may well explain why it was so essential for him to develop ways of appearing "human" through unprecedented politicization of his family life. archetypically posh: educated at Eton and Oxford-where he joined in the Bullingdon Club-, he rose to political prominence as part of the "Tory Notting Ill set". Such an extremely privileged background has always been used against him to suggest that he was out of touch with ordinary people, and that he was living proof that the Conservative party was the party of the rich. The 2015 campaign was no exception, and he was indeed on several occasions reminded of his origins, a situation he himself dubbed, heaving a sigh, "the old posh question" in response to James Landale's rather benign: "Has being posh held you back?" on his BBC Leader profile interview. Even if he shares Miliband's middle-class origins and was educated at Cambridge, Nick Clegg's elitist credentials are usually presented as having to do with his cosmopolitan background and multicultural nuclear family (his mother is Dutch, his father AngloRussian, and his wife, Miriam González Durántez, is Spanish) which partly resulted in his ability to speak five languages. Albeit of a relatively different nature, they were still used against him by Evan Davis to argue that Europhilia had come to him so naturally that he could only find it difficult to relate to common people's reservations about the EU. 40 The remark on the number of languages he can speak also smacked of the same anti- intellectualism levelled against the Labour Party leader. The focus on Nick Clegg as a person in the campaign was otherwise essentially about how he had been dealing with the extremely cruel personal attacks lashed out at him in the wake of the Liberal Democrats' broken promise concerning university tuition fees. 41 His personal experience of hardship seems to have come with his political work. However, like Ed Miliband, he shared the story of how his mother was imprisoned for three years in a Japanese camp in Indonesia on his BBC interview, to show that he too knew of true hardship, even if, like Miliband, he had not experienced it first-hand either. 10 As to Nigel Farage, Evan Davis attempted to expose him as a hypocrite for claiming as a staple feature of his political rhetoric that he is nothing like "the liberal metropolitan elite" of the other parties by pointing out that he was in fact public school educated himself. The UKIP leader replied rather feebly that half of the boys in his school came from working class background (although he was not one of them). 42 To quote Julie Etchingham, Nigel Farage's is a "one-pint-in-one-hand-one-cigarette-in-the-other-persona" 43 (echoing his introduction on Loose Women a few days earlier as the "down-to-earth bloke who likes a pint and a fag").
44
It was designed, however much he may claim it to be otherwise ("that's what I do"), 45 to be an "authentic" antidote to the "boredom" embodied by all the others leaders. 46 Interestingly, if he was indeed interviewed by Etchingham in a pub (which was where she raised the topic of his persona with him), the BBC piece included no such setting; instead, he appeared aboard a ferry on his way to the European Parliament, in the Parliament itself, and in some Great War battlefields. Landale mused on the BBC website that "his [Farage's] 
media team are much much more reluctant to let him be filmed in pubs, pint and fag in hand", and offered the following analysis: "It is almost as if they want to present a more professional, less jokey narrative."

47
The UKIP party leader is not, however, entirely out of tune with his competitors concerning the incorporation of the experience of personal hardship in his political narrative, although he was reticent to talk about the difficulties in his childhood. 48 However, his rather extraordinary personal history may well give him the upper hand in this area, given that he can truly label himself as a "survivor", having beaten cancer and come out alive of both a plane and a car accident. He builds on this image to project himself as an unstoppable force for change.
The stage-management of family life-public fatherhood 11 Ana Inés Langer points out that crucial though the narrative of the personal journey may be in the construction of a leader's persona, it cannot be substituted for the role played by family life. In particular, public fatherhood is a remarkably useful strategic instrument in terms of image-building since it "can help infuse a leader's persona with key leadership attributes such as kindness and reliability while at the same time reinforcing authoritativeness."
49
It can also be argued that in the context of Cameron's continuation and expansion of Blair's practices in this respect, expectations have changed further, and that it may no longer be dispensed with as a tool for both the media's and the public's assessment of these qualities. In fact, although strategies varied among them, the leaders of the three main parties were committed to presenting themselves as good, ordinary fathers in spite of their extraordinary political circumstances. and gave other hints as to his love for his children. 12 The key strategic question that arises for political leaders when it comes to opening up about their lives as parents is the extent to which they are willing to expose their children. Both David Cameron and Ed Miliband had theirs feature prominently (the same was true of their wives) in their BBC and ITV portraits. There was however one fundamental difference in the way the Prime Minister's and the Labour Leader's children appeared on TV: the two little Milibands (Daniel, 5 and Samuel, 4) were fully shot, whereas the faces of the three young Camerons (Elwen, 9 Nancy, 11, and Florence, 4) were never shown. Thus, a hasty conclusion might have been that the Milibands were rather reckless in prioritising alleged political gain over their offspring's right to privacy, while the Camerons had found the more responsible way of playing the family life disclosure game by still providing their children with protection from the public eye. His tone was even firmer than Farage's (" you will never"), and the line was all the better drawn that he proved perfectly aware of contemporary expectations in terms of publicization of the private persona as he conceded that he might yield to the media pressure to show his kitchen and reminded the public that his wife's was not to be used as a prop, and that any appearance she would make would be very much her own decision. As a matter of fact, he said absolutely nothing himself about his children on either of his portraits: on the BBC, it was his mother who rapidly mentioned them while really describing her son and daughter-in-law as parents ("he and Miriam have a lovely relationship with their children, they are very dedicated parents"), 60 and on his Tonight Special episode, they were very subtly hinted at through quick shots on handcrafted gifts from them that he keeps in his Downing Street office like any other parent, and were mentioned once and then alluded to by his wife. Both Clegg and Farage were critical of the Conservative and Labour leaders' choices: commenting on the Battle for Number Ten, Farage turned on David Cameron for "bringing in his children every time he could."
61
But it was Nick Clegg who carried out the harshest attack, through perfect antiphrasis, when he quipped on the above-mentioned LBC show: "I am not making oblique criticism of David Cameron or Ed Miliband. I The topic was raised again in the couple's joint interview for ITV, and it was revealed that they had been quite under a lot of pressure to move, but had decided against in order to protect their children.
At the moment I don't and I was very clear about that (…), I said you know, you cannot conduct any sense of family life and do politics. Now I notice how the three big party leaders are very good at coming on programmes like this and say what wonderful family men they are and how they do the school run and when the babies were little they changed the nappies and did the night feeds. Maybe that's true but all I can say is that my life in politics… it is pretty much impossible to do that.
69
15 Farage succeeded in counterpoising his potentially damaging confession 70 that his wife was more than bearing the brunt of childcare by casting doubt on his competitors' presentation of themselves as hands-on fathers. He was also slightly dishonest in putting Nick Clegg on a par with David Cameron and Ed Miliband, given that the Lib-Dem leader is almost as spare about details of his family life as he himself is. 71 However, Farage qualified his discourse later on by declaring that he was "not particularly proud of how he [had] been running his family", and by provocatively saying that he would consider quitting politics to become a househusband if he lost the election in order to make up for his mistakes.
72
The one serious concern he expressed as to the toll taken by his political career on the normalcy of his children's lives was of a different order compared with the other leaders: indeed, he explained on both the BBC and ITV that they sometimes went through hard times because they were easily identified with him on account of their "unusual surname". as had been exemplified at the beginning, pursuing the family tradition invented by his late father. The Miliband boys were shown as normal happy little boys enjoying a ride on their scooters in the park. On the BBC piece, they commented on how "daddy" was always on the phone, or at work. using footage obviously shot on the same day. On the ITV piece, the conversation was about school dinners and costumed book day at school. The latter topic provided Cameron with the occasion to mention Elsa, thereby proving that, he was perfectly in touch with the overwhelming success and ubiquitous merchandising of Disney's Frozen. The BBC portrait only featured snippets of talk with the children at the end of the piece, but these included the happy ending of the Camerons' eldest daughter Nancy's "hunger strike", which the Prime Minister had previously explained had led to an important conversation between them. He thus further evidenced his parenting skills by showing that discussion is the way problems are solved in his home. He had already shown himself as a good father like any other by going to support his son at his football game in the opening of the piece. In addition, he was seen doing his share of the school run on ITV, tying his daughter's hair with a band before giving her a kiss. The close-up on his hands showed that he was handling it rather well, in an attempt to prove that it was not a mere stunt, but something he was comfortable with out of practice. It is worth noting that throughout the campaign, he constructed a consistent persona of his eldest daughter Nancy as an independent (she was apparently sewing her book day costume herself on the ITV piece) smart young girl with a sense of humour (it was revealed in the Sunday Times that she compares him to Phil Dunphy from the American sitcom Modern Family, and that she found the "kitchengate" hilarious), 76 but also aware of radical means of political action (when she allegedly went on a hunger strike for the reinstatement of Jeremy Clarkson on the motoring programme Top Gear). The latter element says something about how he and his wife Samantha are raising her in a spirit of gender equality, which was also alluded to by the Prime Minister's agreement to be seen doing her hair on ITV, showing that the distribution of tasks in the Cameron household is not defined by traditional gender roles. 77
The Stage-Management of the leaders' personal lives in the 2015 General Election Revue Française de Civilisation Britannique, XX-3 | 2015
The "secret weapon" is the new "ordinary political spouse" 18 The unprecedented intensity and nature of the media coverage given to the three main party leaders' wives was pointed out by Higgins and Smith as one of the most notable of the many innovations in the 2010 campaign. They found that it resulted from a combination of three factors: "party communication strategy, established media discourses, and the agency and visibility of the wives themselves."
78
Indeed, although in different ways, neither of the women involved in 2010 fit in the mould of the "ordinary political spouse", who provides silent yet smiling support to their powerful other half through strategic appearances by their side at political events, and possibly act as signposts for their moral worth as husbands. Since both Samantha Cameron and Miriam González Durántez were involved again, it could reasonably be assumed that the trend would be continued in the 2015 election, not to mention that their status as wives to the two most important figures in the British government over the past five years meant that they had both had continued media presence and had developed a rather high media profile in their own right. Justine Miliband had also received some media attention over the same time period as the spouse of the leader of the opposition, it was by no means comparable to the other two, even if she had taken her real first steps into the limelight a few months ahead of the campaign at the Labour Party conference. 19 
Although Higgins and Smith 79 explained that wives such as Margot Asquith or Mary
Wilson had previously contributed to the political realm in their own terms, once again the most tremendous changes were introduced in the Blair era, when his wife Cherie became a public figure in her own right, who "flitted across a range of press identities, from the domestic role of 'wife' to the professional position of 'barrister', bridged by the combined role of 'working mother.'"
80
The multiplicity of roles attributed to Cherie Blair still holds true as far as the coverage of the three wives under focus in this part is concerned: indeed, Samantha Cameron, Miriam González Durántez and Justine Miliband are all cast (or cast themselves) in turn as instruments offering a way into the domestic realm, adding elements of ordinariness to their husbands' personae in their role as their "wives" and as the mothers of their children, quite in the same manner as the children themselves do, while conducting high-flying careers; as a matter of fact, both Miriam González Durántez and Justine Thornton 81 work full-time as barristers like Blair's wife, while Samantha Cameron is a creative consultant for the leather company Smythson, though she has reduced her working hours to two days a week since her husband was elected. Cherie Blair found herself the object of media backlash because she often expressed her independence, thereby refusing to "occupy a silent position of commitment to her (...) husband, " 82 and was often vilified in the right-wing press which enjoyed portraying her as scheming "Lady MacBeth Character". However this was not the case of three leaders' wives under focus in this article. Their coverage was seldom aggressive, although Nick Clegg's wife has occasionally been portrayed as a feminist bully, in the same right-wing press 83 . 20 One of the essential roles of a political leaders' wife is to provide them with support, both in the public and in the private realm. Naturally, it consists first and foremost in backing them politically. Indeed, all voiced their support for their spouses' political ambitions. While Samantha Cameron simply declared about her husband David that "he's the best man She has always been willingly in the public eye in the role of the spouse, both by her husband's side and through regular charity work. Consistently, during the campaign, she joined in on the campaign trail both with the Prime Minister and on her own within the framework of charity events. On both the BBC and the ITV pieces she spoke almost exclusively of family life and how she and "the kids" keep the Prime Minister "grounded".
88
In addition, she gave a Sunday Times interview in which she opened up about the loss of her son Ivan.
89
22 Miriam González Durántez has often been said to be reluctant to be cast in a politician's wife role. Indeed, during the campaign, she only appeared very briefly in a joint interview at the end of the ITV piece, and was physically, albeit not entirely (she was mentioned and a photograph of her was shown), absent from the BBC Leader profile. Her stand-alone interviews during the general election campaign were always given primarily within the framework of her "Inspiring Women" campaign, which is about providing girls age 13-15 with real-life role models by having professional women coming to talk to them. She did join in on the campaign trail late in April, to support women Liberal-Democrat candidates, in keeping with her feminist work. Like Samantha Cameron, she appeared to play a key role in making sure her husband did not lose touch with reality. Commenting on the decision not to move to Whitehall when her husband became Deputy Prime Minister, she said:
If you look at it with perspective it has been the best decision for all of us and if I may, also for Nick as well because you can see how politicians sometimes can get in a bubble and be completely distant from normal society and I think if you're in your house in your neighbourhood, it's much easier really.
90
23 Her husband's BBC piece was Justine Miliband's first major interview, although she had started getting more involved since she gave a speech at the previous Labour Party conference. In James Lansdale's opinion, the Labour Party intended to spark a debate about character, and portray Ed Miliband as a decent man trying to bring change to Britain. He purports that within this framework, they must have hoped Justine Miliband would prove an asset, like Sarah Brown seemed to have been for her husband Gordon, " possibly knocking the edges of her husband's image, and perhaps helping him connect with voters." The "kitchen election" 24 However important the exchange of words in televised interviews, visual elements play, by essence, a key role: they are an integral part of the performance. As a matter of fact, what can be seen may even become more important than what is being said when viewers' focus on the latter falters, whether by choice of out of loss of attention. Thus, all elements of visual presentation matter in the ultimate reception of the message conveyed: the speakers' body language and physical appearance (clothes, haircut) on the one hand, but also the visual background provided by the setting. It has already been noted that the chosen locations of the filmed interviews of all four leaders were more or less instrumental in bestowing consistency to their intended messages, whether explicit or implicit (Cameron's breakfast table, Miliband's comprehensive school, Clegg's office, Farage's BBC settings). Given the highly confidential tone of the main televised corpus of this article, it is hardly surprising that the TV crews were let into their private homes.
93
However, the cameras were let further in than the expected reception spaces that are the living or dining rooms; indeed, David Cameron, Ed Miliband and Nick Clegg were all seen in their kitchens, and what was truly remarkable about the 2015 election was the media frenzy generated by these specific rooms, in particular in the wake of the revelation that the kitchen the Milibands were filmed in by the BBC was one of the two they have in their house. It was treated much like a sleaze scandal, and led to media talk about a "kitchengate " and to the leader of the Labour party being dubbed "Ed 'Two Kitchens'", in reference to the former Labour Deputy Leader "John 'Two Jags'" Prescott. Only Nigel Farage kept the cameras away from his home in general and from the room in particular, in usual keeping with his private persona strategy.
depending on the political side of the newspapers involved. The harshest piece, penned by Sarah Vine, was The Milibands decided to laugh it off, not quite unlike the bacon sandwich incident, and even invited the cameras in a second time for the ITV Tonight Special episode. The "Kitchengate" was interpreted in the right-wing press as "a brilliant metaphor for Ed Miliband's Two press articles went so far as to provide forensic analysis of the Camerons' two kitchens, the one in their Cotswolds family home shown on the BBC and the one in their Downing Street flat 103 . The angle was typical of the Daily Mail's celebrity-based approach to politics, indeed, the layout was similar to their detailed dissections of celebrity outfits; however the publication of an even more elaborate piece in the quality paper the Daily Telegraph, complete with an interactive interface (while the Daily Mail simply included paragraph-long captions) was more intriguing, not to mention that it predated it. Not only was every single visible piece of produce in the pantry tagged, but it was also accompanied with comments on the choices in oil and vinegar. There appeared to be oblique criticism of the Cameron's failure at concealing their poshness. The comparison with "most families" was in fact limited to the "staples" "milk", "ketchup" and "Marmite", the latter being an indispensable feature of Britishness. In truth, it was almost immediately debunked with the mention of the "strangely neat pantry", which could either hint at their having professional help to keep their home immaculate, and/or to the presentational efforts made for the sake of stage-management. Similarly, the "American-style fridge freezer ", unambiguously alluded to their financial means. The rather gentle exposure culminated with the remark that there are in fact "some clear markers as to [the Cameron's] roots in the Notting Hill quinoarati set", with the mention of the South-American cereal which has been all the rage in the plates of the trendy health and environment conscious upper-middle classes over the past couple of years. 28 In the Daily Telegraph, Tim Stanley 104 both argued and lamented that Ed Miliband's kitchens only mattered because of lesser differences between the parties. To him, the Labour Leader's kitchen problem did not lie in the fact that it revealed that he had money, since Labour leaders had already had to make up for being rich and well-educated through public display of connection with the middle classes in the past.
105
To Stanley, " the difference between Wilson and Miliband is partly that the modern voter is trained to recognise political choreography and spot the strings -hence a photo-op in a kitchen that clearly isn't an everyday kitchen won't work." 106 His ultimate conclusion was that "Miliband fails to convince as a socialist not simply because he's personally rich but because Labour won't and can't offer a serious alternative to Tory policy." Thus, though Stanley provocatively went as far as to say in the opening of his article that in the 2015 election kitchens came first and ideas second, echoing the common contemporary concern that "style" has won over "substance", his core argument is that it is in fact not the case. More importantly, he acknowledges the public's awareness of the marketing techniques at work in any politician's attempt to present themselves under a specific light, and himself contributes to pointing them out, revealing the vulnerability of the parties' intended propaganda machines. Kitchen articles in particular showed that the media were not simply passive, but could play an antagonistic role (while the main corpus interviews had been little confrontational). 29 Langer points out that one major concern is that the politicization of the private persona has diminished political debate, and that "style" may have won over "substance", that is to say, over ideas and policies. By providing pseudo-insights into the personal lives of politicians, the phenomenon is blamed for trivializing and depoliticising the public sphere, diminishing the quality of political information and distracting from the substance of politics. It is a fact that human stories and personal narratives do make coverage more appealing in what has been described as a context of "tabloidization of the media", which is itself the product of intense commercial pressure. 107 However, such softer coverage can also be a strategy to divert attention from more pressing issues, as was analysed by a number of journalists in the context of the "kitchengate." 108 30 This study gave further evidence that the stage-management of the private and family lives of the leaders was a highly choreographed matter. Indeed, if the same arguments on topics of policy were made almost verbatim from one media outlet to another, the same was true of the presentation of the leaders' personal lives and selves: words and stunts were often repeated. Yet even the Prime Minister's highly controlled media operation was not immune to glitches: at some point in April, he made an embarrassing gaffe that exposed his love of football as fake, when he mistakenly wished West Ham good luck, instead of his "official" favourite Aston Villa. Personal experiences and examples were systematically politicized, used for political means, "woven into ideological commitments, used to infer and underwrite political values as well as used to try and legitimize political positions. " 109 In addition, a most prominent feature of the use of the personal was how it was used to make adjustments to the leaders' perceived personality in order to meet voters' alleged expectations.
Conclusion
31 On the topic of comparing strategies, what was most striking was that there were clearly converging trends for the two main party leaders on the one hand, and for the two secondary party leaders on the other hand, which was simply consistent with the general marketing of their parties as offering an alternative. The reason why Ed Miliband's strategies were so similar to Cameron's is however less straightforward. It could be argued that the Labour Party leader's readiness to expose his family life stemmed from a perceived need to play by the rules of the winners of the previous elections, Blair and Cameron, and from the fear that if he failed to do so, he might be further compared with his predecessor Gordon Brown in terms of lack of communication skills. Indeed, Brown's reluctance to talk about his private life was interpreted as a sign of aloofness and invited suspicions of concealment. In this context, Farage's success at keeping his family life private and avoiding such criticism is all the more astonishing. The truth of the matter is that he could afford being reserved on the topics of his childhood and private life because the means of asserting the authenticity of his persona lie elsewhere. Given the increased awareness of the public as to the routine of political communication, his claims of vol. 8, n°3, 2009, p.214. 20 . James LANDALE, "Leader Profile: 24 hours with Nigel Farage", bbc.co.uk, 6 March 2015 , http:// www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-31771963, accessed 29 April 2015 21. See note 46.
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50.
For analytical purposes, the focus in this part will be on the stage-management of the leaders as fathers, though their role as parents is obviously encompassed in their broader role as family men, which also includes their role as husbands and can hardly be separated from it since their wives are their children's mothers. Indeed, it is worth noting that all the leaders' families who received media coverage are "traditional" in the sense that all children were born of their marriage. The Milibands stand out slightly because their sons were born out of wedlock, but they did "regularize" their situation by getting married eventually. Nigel Farage, always the outsider, is the only one in his second marriage after a divorce, and whose children have different mothers.
Ed MILIBAND, 10 March 2015.
52. The use of the word "dad" by the three main party leaders, and even "daddy", in the case of Cameron and Miliband, that 67. Nick Clegg and his wife are here referred to as "the Cleggs" for the sake of convenience, and by no means in accordance with the rightwing press's pratice to call Miriam Gonzáles Durántez "Miriam Clegg" in jingoistic ignorance of the Spanish tradition concerning married women's surnames.
68. Nick CLEGG, 12 March 2015. 69. Nigel FARAGE, 5 March 2015. 70. However, the extent of the damage remains to be seen: though he did take the risk of alienating the women presenters of the show and their primarily female audience, he also comforted his electorate in their traditional approach to gender roles.
71.
The only hint given as to their childcare arrangements during the campaign was when his wife Miriam said that he took his children to school in her talk at the 
